Lesson Activity Resource Pack for Taipei County
Elementary School English Teachers
Designer:梁蘭君(Sharon) School:自強國小
Name of Activity: Hello, Darbie 7 Lesson 1 page 6 vocabulary, pattern B and chant B
Target learners: 6th Graders
Time required: 40mins
Aims
1. Ss are able to listen /speak/write go camping, go fishing, go hiking, go swimming
2. Ss are able to read/speak/write pattern B
3. Ss are able to read/speak chant B
Materials required & pre-lesson preparation
1. Four pairs of word cards and picture cards
2. Poster of the pattern B
3. Poster of the chant B
In class procedure
Warm Up----1. Greeting
2. Review the vocabularies on page 5 by playing the game “Pelmanism”
Presentation-1. T shows the picture cards and reads aloud in order to make Ss get familiar with
the sounds of those cards. Ss repeat.
2. T shows the word cards then matches to the picture cards. T reads and Ss repeat
3. T shows the flash cards of the vocabulary and keeps on using Pattern B”What
do you want to do? I want to
.”
4. T says the sentence and Ss say the blank part.
5. Give each student a work sheet. Ask them to listen carefully then fill in the
blanks.
6. After they have finished, T puts the poster of the chant B on the board and helps
Ss to correct their answer.
7. T reads the chant and Ss repeat.
Practice-----Ss work in pairs playing the game “Running dictation”
＊SA is the writer and SB is the runner.
＊SB has to find out the information that T puts on the wall, reads the sentences,
and goes back to tell SA
＊SA writes down the sentences
Follow up
Wrap up- 1.Introduce the Website —Taiwan Public Television e4-kids
http://www.pts.org.tw/php/html/e4kids/abc
T shows how to find more words about recreation from this Website
2.Assignment
＊For the stronger –Find 3 new words, pronounce them accurately, and use them to
make sentences
＊For the weaker- Find 2 new words and pronounce them accurately
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